
Setup

Take the sandtimer out of the bag and have it ready to go.

To Play

The player with the longest name starts.

1. Flip the sand timer and say a sentence of at least 6 full words. If you’re stuck then 
use: “Once upon a time there was a beautiful princess”. 

2. When you have finished your sentence, draw a tile from the bag and place it face 
up in front of you.

3. The next player continues the story with a follow up sentence and draws their 
first tile. 

4. Repeat until you are back at the first player.

5. If the tile you drew is a letter, you must say a sentence (of at least 6 words) 
without using that letter. If you have a special tile, then say the sentence using 
that rule (special tile rules are defined below).

6. If another player spots you’ve made an error, they interrupt by turning the 
sandtimer on its side. Stop speaking so they can say what you got wrong. 

7. If they are correct, they take the tile from you and place it face down in front of 
them. If they are wrong, you take one tile from them (if they have any) and place 
it face down in front of you. You do not have to follow face down rules.

8. Put the sand timer back on its end.  Now continue your sentence, limiting 
yourself to your remaining face up tiles. You could be caught breaking another 
rule! Finish your sentence even if you have no tiles.

9. Take another tile.  If no-one has spotted an error when the timer runs out, you 
are safe until your next turn.

10. Move to the next player. Turn the sand timer each time and give 30 seconds for 
each player’s sentence.

Components:
49 tiles in a drawbag.
30 second sandtimer.
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8+ Complete the story using fewer letters each sentence!



Special (non-letter) titles

6/7/8  

XX   

XX

+1
__X 
X__

If the 30 seconds runs out, and you haven’t completed a minimum sentence, you 
lose all your tiles! Place them face down in the middle of the table.

If there are more tiles in the middle than players, then each player takes 1 tile each 
from that pile.

Clarifications
• You do not have to follow rules for other players, only your own.

• You do not follow rules on face down tiles.

• If you have more than one tile face up then follow all your rules.

• The conversation/story must flow. If your sentence is deemed too
disconnected from the previous sentence (or not in proper English!), 
then you can be asked to play again.

• You must use different words each time to satisfy minimum length and
double letter rules.

• You can play without the sandtimer if this is simpler. The timer is there
to help overly cautious players.

Your sentence must rhyme with the previous player’s sentence.
Blocked letters do not apply to this word!

Your sentence must include a word at least 6,7, or 8 letters long 
(depending on which tile you draw). For adults, the 6 can be a 9 instead.

You must include double letters in your sentence.* 

You must NOT have any double letters in your sentence.* 
*If you have both a XX and a XX, they cancel out.

Your sentence must now be at least 7 words long (or if you have both 
these tiles, 8 words).

Your sentence must start with the last word of the previous sentence. 

Before speaking, swap one of your tiles with any opponent’s tile. If you 
swap a face down tile, then you must flip it face up. Return this “swap” tile 
back to the draw bag. 

To win
The first person to take a 7th tile (face up or down) wins.


